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ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF FREE PATH LENGTHS FOR THE PERIODIC
LORENTZ GAS II*»**
FRANÇOIS GOLSE 1 ' 2 AND BERNT WENNBERG 3
Abstract. Consider the domain Ze — {x £ E n ; dist(a;,eZn) > e 7 } and let the free path length
be defined as r c (x, v) = inf{t > 0 ; x — tv e dZe}. In the Boltzmann-Grad scaling corresponding to
7 = —^, it is shown that the limiting distribution <fi€ of r e is bounded from below by an expression
of the form C/t, for some C > 0. A numerical study seems to indicate that asymptotically for large
£, (f>€ ~ C/t. This is an extension of a previous work [J. Bourgain et a/., Comm. Math. Phys. 190
(1998) 491-508]. As a conséquence, it is proved that the linear Boltzmann type transport équation is
inappropriate to describe the Boltzmann-Grad limit of the periodic Lorentz gas, at variance with the
usual case of a Poisson distribution of scatterers treated in [G. Gallavotti (1972)].
Résumé. Considérons le domaine Ze — {x G W1 ; dist(a;î€Zn) > é1} et définissons le temps de sortie
par la formule r€(x,v) = mï{t > 0; x — tv G dZe}. Sous l'hypothèse de la loi d'échelle de BoltzmannGrad, qui correspond au cas où 7 = -~j, on montre que la fonction de répartition <p€ des valeurs de
TE est minorée asymptotiquement lorsque e —> 0 par une expression de la forme C/ty avec C > 0. Des
simulations numériques semblent indiquer que, pour e —> 0 et t —• +00, <f>e ~ C/t. Ce travail généralise
ce qui a été montré précédemment [J. Bourgain et al, Comm. Math. Phys. 190 (1998) 491-508]. On
en déduit l'impossibilité de décrire la limite de Boltzmann-Grad d'un gaz de Lorentz par une équation
de Boltzmann linéaire dans le cas d'une configuration périodique des obstacles, contrairement au cas
d'une distribution poissonienne d'obstacles traité dans [G. Gallavotti (1972)].
Mathematics Subject Classification. 35F15, 37A45, 82C40.
Received: November 29, 1999.

1. T H E DISTRIBUTION OF FREE PATH LENGTHS
The Lorentz gas is a classical model of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. It consists of a cloud of point
particles interacting by collisions with a prescribed distribution of obstacles. Collisions between particles are
neglected. One of the main issues concerning this model is the large scale dynamics, which is expected to be
described by either kinetic or diffusion équations, depending on the various scaling assumptions made. While
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FIGURE

1. The billiard table.

satisfying results on this model have been obtained in the case of a random distribution of obstacles (see for
example [1], [8] or [10]), the case of periodic distributions of obstacles has been at the origin of highly nontrivial
techniques in ergodic theory (see [3-6]).
If one has in mind to describe the large scale dynamics of the periodic Lorentz gas by a kinetic (linear
Boltzmann) équation, a very natural first ingrédient to consider is the notion of mean free path, or, more
generally, the distribution of free path lengths. The latter notion was studied in [2], with fairly complete success
in the two dimensional case, and only partial success in ail dimensions higher than two. The present paper
extends the two dimensional resuit of [2] to any space dimension, and discusses applications thereof to the
dérivation of the linear Boltzmann équation.
1.1. The periodic billiard table
The Lorentz gas model considered in this paper is defined by a periodic distribution of spherical obstacles
centered at the nodes of a cubic lattice in the Euclidean space.
More precisely, let n > 2 dénote the space dimension. Choose the minimal distance between distinct lattice
points as unit of length, and piek the radius of the spherical obstacles to be r €]0, | [ . The spatial domain where
particle motion takes place is therefore
Z[r] = {x € Rn ; dist(x,Z n ) > r}.
For simplicity, we restrict our attention to a one-speed gas (as shall be seen, the dynamics of the System under
considération hère does not involve changes in the kinetic energy of partiales induced by collisions with the
obstacles). By an appropriate choice of a macroscopic time scale, particles are assumed to move at (uniform)
speed 1. In other words, the velocity variable v is assumed to be a unit vector v G Sn~l.
The free path length (or exit time) is defined as follows for all points x € Z[r] and v G S71'1
T(X, V] r) = inf{t > 0 ; x - tv e dZ[r}}.
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Clearly r(-, -;r) is a Borelian function for ail r e]0, | [ . The notion of mean free path, which is central in the
classical kinetic theory of gases, is defined as some appropriate average of T(-, •; r).
Therefore, the next logical step is to define a measure on Z[r] x S71"1 so as to have a précise définition of
the notion of mean free path. There are two natural choices of such a measure, whose respective merits are
discussed in [7]. The only one considered in the present work has the advantage of taking into proper account
the considérable oscillations of the free path length r(x,v\r) as the velocity variable v runs through the unit
sphère.
Let Y[r] = Z[r]/Z n ; topologically Y[r] is a punctured torus. Let Q[r] — dxdt; — meas(Yr[r] x Sn~l) and let
/x[r] be the Borelian measure defined on Y[r] x Sn~l by the formula
dfi[r]{x,v) = —Since the free path length satisfies the relation
r(x + k,v;r) =T(x,v;r)

for alla: G ~Z[r] , fc G Z™, v e Sn~l,

the function r(-,-]r) induces a Borelian function on the quotient phase space Y[r] x Sn~1y still, somewhat
abusively, denoted by r e , which is the main object of study in the present paper.
1.2. Estimâtes on the distribution of r
As will be seen below, if one proceeds to defining the mean free path as the average of r(-, -;r) under the
measure defined above, one finds
mean free path = ƒ

r(x,v;r)dfi[r](x,v)

= +00.

(1)

This already casts doubts on the validity of a linear Boltzmann équation as the limiting governing équation for
the dynamics of the Lorentz gas in the so-called Boltzmann-Grad scaling. We discuss this issue in the next
section.
However, more information is to be found in the distribution <f>[r] of the free path length r(-, •; r) under fi[r],
which is the push-forward under the map r(-^]r) : Y[r] x Sn~l —> IR+ of the measure fi. We recall that this
phrase désignâtes the Borelian probability measure on M+ such that, for ail a < b G R+,
#i([a,6]) =/i[r]({(x,t;) eY[r] x S " - 1 ; r(x,v-r)

e [ayb]}).

(2)

Our main resuit is:
Theorem 1,1. For any integer n > 1, there exist two positive constants C(n) < Cl(n) such that, for ail r e]0, | [
and all t > -p~x
^

^

.

(3)

In [2], the upper bound in (3) was established for ail n, while the lower bound was proved only in the case where
n = 2. Here we complete the resuit of [2] by extending the validity of the proof for the lower bound there to
arbitrary space dimension. Also, in [2] (see Rem. 1, p. 495), we announced a weaker lower bound of the form
^

,

(4)
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for ail t > \ . While such an estimate would have the same effect regarding the application of kinetic theory
to the periodic Lorentz gas as does (3), it is a weaker estimate for large t's, in particular one that does not
entail that the mean free path is infinité (see (1)).
On the contrary, estimate (3), which implies (4), is clearly optimal as regards the decay rate in t, Thus, the
present paper improves on the lower bound announced in [2] in a significant way.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1.1 above,
while applications to kinetic theory are given in Section 2 below.
2.

APPLICATIONS T O KINETIC THEORY

2.1. T h e B o l t z m a n n - G r a d scaling
So far, we have only cönsidered the geometry of the billiard table. Now we consider the dynamics of a gas
of point particles on the billiard table, undergoing elastic collisions with the spherical obstacles (with interparticle collisions neglected). The question is whether one can model the large scale effect of the obstacles by
an equivalent absorption/scattering mechanism, as can be done in the case of a random (Poisson) distribution
of obstacles (see [1], [8] or [10]).
This suggests to pick a macroscopic length scale as unit of length instead of the minimal distance between
lattice points, which is now cönsidered as a microscopic length scale. In other words, one chooses as macroscopic
length scale the typical length scale on which the initial density of particles varies significantly: this length scale
henceforth defines the unit of length. One calls e the ratio of the minimal distance between lattice points to
this unit of length; in this scaling, the radius of the obstacles becomes er so as to keep the ratio of this radius
to the lattice length scale equal to r as in Section 1. In this process, the speed of the particles is unchanged
(equal to 1); thus the free path length of this new billiard table, henceforth denoted by re(-, •; er) scales exactly
as the lattice, i.e.
Te(ex,v;er) = er(xiv;r).
Thus, if one defines <f>e[er] to be the distribution of free path length re(*, •; er), one sees that (3) transforms into
^

^

-

(5)

Now, the only case where the number of collisions per unit of time is not either 0 or +oo as e —• 0 is the case
where rn~l/e converges to some r* G ]0, +oo[ as e —> 0. Up to a trivial change of time scale, we may pick r* = 1,
which suggests that the value
r = e^=T

(6)

plays a special role.
Indeed, if re >> e™-1, the upper bound in (5) shows that </>e[er]([£, +oo[) —> 0 for all t > 0: thus (j>e[er]
converges weakly to the Dirac measure at t = 0, which is another way of saying the free path length is
statistically small compared to the macroscopic length scale (or that there are infinitery many collisions per unit
of time).
On the other hand, if re << e^ 71 , then, for all t > te with te = e/r n ~\ then the lower estimate in (3) shows
that 0€[er]([£,+oo[) > C(n)te/t. In particular does one have 0e[er]([tC)+oo[) > C(n), which indicate that, in
the limit as e —> 0 the free path length statistically becomes large compared to the macroscopic length scale (in
other words, there are almost no collision per unit of time).
But, if r = e^ 11 , the number of collision per unit of time takes all positive values with nontrivial probability,
at least when averaged over a sufflciently large interval of time. This is why the scaling (6) is, for the present
model, the closest possible approximation of a Boltzmann-Grad scaling.
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2.2. Why a kinetic description is impossible
We assume the Boltzmann-Grad scaling (6) henceforth and use the following abbreviations:
Ze = eZ[^^-V),

T€(X,V)

=r e (:c lV ;€ n/ < n - 1 >).

A kinetic description of the periodic Lorentz gas in the billiard table defined by Ze would consist in replacing
the effect of collisions on the periodic distribution of obstacles by an absorption and scattering mechanism.
As a first step, one could consider the case of fully absorbing obstacles (Le. think of these obstacles as holes
into which particles would fall and disappear); the corresponding question for this System is whether one can
model the effect of the periodic distribution of traps by an absorption cross-section in the limit as e —> 0. On
the basis of estimate (3), we show below that this is not possible.
The mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows. Consider the free transport of the gas of point
particles moving at unit speed; the gas is described by its number density f€(t,x,v) which is the density
of particles which, at time t are in position x G Z6 and move in the direction v E Sn~1. Before falling in the
traps, particles are transported with no accélération, so that
dtf€ + v-vxfe = o, xezey

v€Sn-\

t>o.

No partiële can leave a trap: hence

Finally, the initial number density is prescribed
fe(Q,X,v)=fin(x,v),

(X,V) EZeX

S*1'1.

The main resuit in this section, answering the question raised above concerning the validity of a kinetic limit
for the periodic, fully absorbing Lorentz gas is provided by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that there exists M > 0 such that
0<fln<M,

a.e. on Ze x S71'1.

For each e > 0, the number density fe is extended by by 0 in R x Z£ x Sn~1 (the resulting extension being
still denoted by fe). Then the family fe is relatively compact in L°°(IR x R n x Sn~1) equipped with the weak-*
topology, and, for any limit point ƒ of fe as e —• 0, there exists no absorption cross-section K, = K(X, V) such that
K{X, v)>a>0,

for all (x, v) e Rn x S71'1

(7)

and
dtf + v-Vxf

+ nf = 0.

(8)

Proof Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a subsequence of fe (still denoted fe for simplicity) converging
to ƒ in L°°(M x f x S71'1) weak-*, and a constant a > 0 such that
at/ + v - v Œ / + t 7 / < o .
Solving the transport équation by the method of characteristics shows that
f€(t, x, v) = fln(x - tv, v)tt<Te{XyV).

(9)
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Without loss of generality, we can consider the case where / j n is tze> Since ƒ«= —> ƒ as e —> 0 in L 00 (IRxIR n xS fn ~ 1 )
weak-*, for any test function 4> G Cl(M.n x S71'1) and any 0 < t i < £2, one has
ƒ

/ / fe(t,x,v)<p(x}v)dxdvdt

=

<j>(x,v) ƒ

—> ƒ

lt<Te(:C)U)d£d;cdt;

f(t:xiv)(f>(xJv)dxdvdt

as e - • 0. Piek 0 so that <£ > 0 on R n x 5 n ~ x and 0 > 1 on [-#, # ] n x S " ' 1 ; thus
]imwîf[(f>(x,v)

f

2

lt<Te(Œ,i,)dtda;dv > (2R)n f * 0 € ([t,+oo[)dt > (2fl) n C(n) log f ^

/il

,

(10)

Jtl

by (3)-(5), provided that £1 > 1. On the other hand, if ƒ satisfies (8),
f(f

r

J_ +?i

71") <

f(()

T

?Ap~at

p- 0 "*

<

so that
çt-2 r ç
/
/ / ƒ (*> ^) v)4>{x, v)dxdvdt

e~atl
<

ff
ƒ / <^(x, w)dxdv.

(11)

Keeping £1 fixed and letting t<z —>• +00, one sees that, for t2 large enough,

thus, in view of (10) and (11) one has
liminf /

I I fe{t,x^v)<j}(xJv)dxdvdt

> j

I j f(t,x, v)<fi(x, v)dxdvdt.

This contradiction shows that the weak-* limit ƒ of fe as e —»• 0 in L°°(M x M.n x Sn~1) cannot satisfy (8), and
this holds for any positive a.
Further, any nonnegative ƒ that satisfies (8) with an absorption cross-section « as in (7) must satisfy (9); by
the previous argument, it is therefore impossible that ƒ satisfy (8) with K as in (7),
D

2.3. An open problem
Nevertheless, the maximum principle for the transport équation implies that, under the same assumptions as
in the previous subsection, the family fe is bounded (and therefore relatively compact for the weak-* topology)
in L°°(R x W1 x S^" 1 ). A natural problem is to describe the weak-* limit points of f€ as e -^ 0.
Another formulation of the same problem is as follows: the bounds (5) imply that, for ail t > 1 and all e > 0,

. C'(n)
It would then be natural to investigate the possible limit points of <pe as e —> 0 in the set of probability measures
on K+ equipped with the vague topology. For example, if <j> is such a limit point, does there exists a constant
A(n) such that
^ ?

(12)
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FIGURE

2. Sandwich-layers (channels) in Z[r].

3. SANDWICHES AND LONG TRAJECTORIES IN TI-DIMENSIONAL REGULAR LATTICES
This section is devoted to the proof of the main theorem, i.e. of the estimate (3). The upper bound is
established in [2], and also the lower one in the two-dimensional case. Here we give a proof, valid in an arbitrary
dimension, for the lower bound. The idea is very much the same as for two dimensions: one considers a line
segment of length L, starting at XQ G Z[r\, and in the direction v £ S71"1. If XQ and v are taken at random,
uniformly distributed, can one find an estimate of the probability that the entire line segment lies in Z[r]f The
estimate (3) is an answer to this, and the construction below gives its proof.
In the two-dimensional case, it is clear that only the line segments with a rational direction can be arbitrarily
extended without intersecting with the holes. In [2] this fact was used as follows. A rational vector q = (qx,q2)
defines a set of channels which are orthogonal to q and which extend to infinity inside Z[r], and which do not
contain any of the points in I/1. Assuming that the greatest common divisor of ql and q2 is one (g.c.d.{ql ,q2) —
1), it is easy to compute the distance separating the channels: Any lattice vector p = {p1yp2) E Z 2 satisfies
q1p1 + q2p2 = fc, where k = 0, ±1, ±2, ± 3 . . . This defines a set of lines that includes all lattice points, and the
distance between these lines is d — l/|<z|, or, without the assumption that qx q2 are coprime, d = g.c.d.{pl, ç 2 )/|g|.
The width of an actual channel is \q_\~1 — T, because of the holes that are blocking the path. This means that
the number of rational directions for which infinitely long channels exist is finite. The estimate from below
in (3) is then obtained by considering the a middle third of a channel: any line-segment starting in the middle
third with a direction v such that \v • q\/\q\ < d/SL lies entirely in that same channel. And the estimate can be
concluded by summing over the finite number of open channels that exist for a given r.
One can do very much the same opération in any space dimension. In E 3 , the channels are replaced by a
layered structure, and similarly in higher dimensions. We shall call the n-dimensional analogue of a channel a
sandwich layer.
Take an integer vector q such that g.c.d.{q) = g.c.d.{ql,... , qn) = 1. The sandwich layers corresponding to
the direction q are separated by planes}
; (x - z) - q = 0},

ze,
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which also in this case are separated by a distance d = l/|g|, and if r < |g| - 1 , there are hole-free layers with
thickness [çl"1 — r. And the "middle third" of a hole-free layer has thickness

Prom now on, a typical hole free sandwich layer will be denoted by Aqjr, and the corresponding middle third by
A i q r . Moreover, the union of ail middle thirds is denoted

Like in the two-dimensional case, any line segment of length L which begins at a point in one middle third,
Xo € A i q r ) and has a direction v belonging to the set

lies entirely inside the layer AqjT. If only directions q for which

are considered, then for any large bail K

eRn,

meas({x ; x belongs to some middle third} p| K)

1/1

This is the same as saying that if \q\ is not to large (depending on the diameter r), then the density of the
middle third layers is larger than 1/6. This means that in considering only those line segments that have an
endpoint in a middle third, one does not loose too much:
dxdv-m.e8is{(x,v) ; v € Aq r £,, x G Ai
^
^
The total dxdf-measure of the set of XQ G K, v G Sn 1
remains in Z[r] is consequently bounded from below by

H K}

\
> -d
6
for which the corresponding line segment of length L

U -v
The measure of a set ^4g,r,L is approximately dt?-meas(5n~2)agjr, but when summing of the different g, one must
take into account that any two sandwich layers of different directions intersect. Let the number of directions q
with \q\ < gmax be J. Enumerate these directions so that
j <k = > \qj\ < \qk\,

k<J.

By the inclusion-exclusion principle,
gijr)i/

U Aq2,r^)

> dv-mea,s(Aqijr,L) + d ^ - m e a s ^ ^ ^ ) — dv-meas(Aqiir^ O Aq2^r^L)
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FIGURE

3. Intersection of a sandwich-layer and a sphère.

and then adding more sandwich layers increases the measure; the fcth sandwich layer contributes to the total
measure by at least
fe-i

n

,n

Consider now the unit sphère in W1. We shall be interested in the intersection of this sphère and a sandwich
layer. The picture below illustrâtes the situation for n = 3, and for simplicity we begin by carrying out the
calculations for this case. The calculations in higher dimension are similar.
The two layers intersect with the sphère along two bands with width aq^r/L and aqk^r/L respectively, and
these two bands intersect at an angle a^fc, which can be computed from q^ and Qj. The area of the intersection
is then
L2 sinaj t k

for

36|g^\\q k \L 2 sinatjth

— ^max "

The factor 2 cornes from the fact that there are two intersections, and actually the factor should have been
slightly larger, because in this way we are not taking into account that the bands of intersection are spherical.
Hence
fc-i

fc-i

HA

t ^ 3 6 | Q J I |grjfe IZ.2 s i n Ofj,fc

q

=

1

y

^

1

2

lSL \qk\ j ^ l^
Recall that the sum from j = 1 to j = k — 1 really means that the sum is taken over the set
{q S Z n ; \q\ < \qk\, g.c.d.(q) = 1, q ± qk}.

(13)
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If the restriction that g.c.d.(q) = 1 is removed, then each rational direction q in the sum is represented by several
colinear vectors; the multiplicity of a given direction is

#{«' € Z» ; q' || 9 , W\ < |ft|}
where # dénotes the number of éléments in a set, and [z] dénotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to z.
The sum in (13) is then not larger than
î

This sum may now be estimated by an intégral:

pp

Jo

sina

L2

sin

and hence the fraction lost is
^

Recall that only \q^\ < gmax = l/2r are considered, and hence the last quantity is smaller than
r2L
where Cn is an absolute constant (possibly depending on the dimension). Therefore, if r2L > 2Cn

d,-meas( (J A^L) > \c'n

^

and this can be estimated just as the union of all intersections above, and it is bounded from below by

These estimâtes can be carried out in exactly the same way in the gênerai rc-dimensional case. The dv-measure of

is proportional to l/|g|L, and g max = l / 2 r gives hole-free layers just as in the three-dimensional case. Only
the constants involved depend on the dimension. To estimate the measure of the intersection of AQ^7L n AP^:L
with the n — 1-dimensional unit sphère, note that in a suitable coordinate system, q/\q\ — ( 1 , 0 , - * ,0) and
P/\P\ — ( c o s a , s i n a , 0 , • • * ,0), and hence
Aq,r,L H APyrtL n Sn = {LJ = ( w 1 , - - - ,un)

G S71;

[o^l < l/\q\L,

{UJ1 cos a + LU2 sin a\ <
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Therefore
tAq

f f
lAq
J-l J_yiZ^2
1
n

sin(a)

r LnAp r

r LnAp r Lns*

(1 ~ x\ ~ xl)< n - 3 >/ 2 dxi dx2

1

\p\L\q\L

just as in the three-dimensional case: (13) and (14) are unchanged, whereas the intégral in (15) is replaced by
the corresponding n-dimensional one, and as a conséquence, the last member of (16) is replaced by

Ail together, this proves the main resuit of this section:
Proposition 3.1. Let Mr^ C Sn~1 x IRn dénote the set of (V,XQ) such that the line segment of length L7
starting from x$ in the direction v lies entirely in Z[r]. There is a constant Cn > 0 depending only on the
dimension n, such that for any set K c Mn,

»-* x K)

~Cnr^L

%î

L > l^n.

A final remark: In estimating the sum in (3.2) by an intégral, it is tacitly assumed that this poses no problem.
It is not quite an innocent assumption, because of the factor 1/a. However, in the sum, a is ne ver zero, and a
more careful calculation estimating separately the contribution from each cylinder
{\q\ < gmax; 2'a m i n < a < 2^' + 1 a m i n },

j >0

would give the same resuit. After ail, hère only an upper bound is needed.
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we go back to the inequalities (3)

and to the question posed at the end of Section 2.2: could it be that, asymptotically for large rn~xt one could
take C(n) and Cf{n) arbitrarily close to each other? We have not been able to prove this, but the numerical
simulations described in this section indicate that this is actually the case. The results that we report hère are
from two-dimensional simulations, and for moderately small r. For D > 3, and for very small r, the method
that we have used is too time consuming to give good results (a small number of particles give noisy data).
The method used is the simplest one conceivable:
1. An initial point is chosen at random in the unit square.
2. Then the particle is ad vaneed (using the periodicity of the cell) until the trajectory passes through a bail
of radius R in the centre of the cell.
3. The exact exit-time can then be calculated.
This is repeated a large number of times (in this case 5 x 106 times).
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FIGURE

4. Log-log-plot of <p[r]([t, oo]) vs. t for r = 0.01, r = 0.03 and r = 0.001.
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FIGURE

5. Plot of tr<p[r]([t, oo[) vs. t

The plots above show the resuit s from three runs, with r = 0.01, r = 0.03 and r = 0.001. In Figure 4,
0[r]([£,oo[) is plotted as a function of t in a log-log-diagram, and Figure 5 shows £r</>[r]([£, oo[) as a function
of t. Obviously this type of experiment does not prove anything, but at least indicates that (7(2) and C"(2) in
équation (3) should not be too different. There is one thing to remember, though: for a fixed r, the picture
would be rather different if t was allowed to increase arbitrarily. The asymptotic resuit expected (namely (12))
can only hold when r —> 0 and rt —> oo simultaneously.
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